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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SANDELL HOLDS OFF HIGGINS FOR VICTORY AT 2018 IDAHO RALLY INTERNATIONAL
September 17, 2018 - BOISE, I.D. – Subaru Rally Team USA driver Patrik Sandell held off his
Subaru teammate David Higgins on the dusty, serpentine roads of the 2018 Idaho Rally
International to earn his second rally victory of the year. Sandell, with co-driver Per Almkvist,
traded stage victories all weekend with Higgins and his co-driver Craig Drew. The dueling
crews, each at the wheel of 2018 Subaru WRX STI rally cars, contended with extremely dusty
conditions which slowed Higgins just enough on Sunday for Sandell to hold on for the
victory. With a second-place overall finish in Idaho, Higgins and Drew mathematically secured
the 2018 American Rally Association (ARA) Championship with one rally still to run.
The Idaho Rally International was a new addition to the national ARA calendar this year, after
running as a regional-level event for several years. As a result, most national-level teams including the Subaru entries of Higgins and Sandell - arrived with no previous course knowledge
or stage notes, making for a level playing field. The roads in and around Idaho City proved to be
some of the narrowest and most technical rally stages ever run in the ARA championship,
providing a big challenge for the drivers. Hanging dust was also a major factor throughout the
event. Sandell took a small lead after the second stage of the rally and then extended that lead
on Sunday, as Higgins and Drew, running in second position on the road, were forced to slow
down in places due to poor visibility. Although Higgins drove hard and fought back some time
on the event’s final stages, Sandell was able to secure the win with a twenty-four second margin
of victory.
“So much fun!,” exclaimed Sandell at the podium. “I’m so grateful to Subaru for giving me the
opportunity to drive this rally. Rally is really my roots and my passion, so being able to come off
with a fair win is great. It was a great fight with David all through the weekend and we just tried
to maintain the lead with a big push in the morning and it was just enough to make it work
out! You have to have everything go your way to have a chance at beating David and Craig,
they are super talented.”

“This was a really rough and demanding rally with some great twisty roads,” explained Higgins.
“We struggled at times with dust and we had a big compression on a bump that nearly knocked
the wind out of us in the car, so we are glad it’s over to be honest! Obviously it was good to seal
the championship, since that was the main aim.”
The win in Idaho means Sandell is two-for-two in rally this season, after winning the Olympus
Rally earlier this spring. Sandell’s focus for Subaru Rally Team USA in 2018 is Rallycross, but
he has crossed over to join the team’s stage rally efforts when the schedule for the Americas
Rallycross (ARX) series permits. As a former Junior World Rally Champion, Sandell has had a
long and successful history in international rally competition.
Higgins and Sandell will have a rematch next month at the final round of the 2018 ARA
Championship at the Tour de Forest Rally, to be held October 6-7 in Olympia, Washington. Tour
de Forest is another new event for 2018, but will be run in the same area and on similar roads
as the legendary Olympus Rally, which Sandell won earlier this year.
Follow Subaru Rally Team USA on Instagram @srtusa, on Twitter @srtusa, and on Facebook.

About Subaru Rally Team USA
Subaru Rally Team USA is managed by Vermont SportsCar and proudly supported by Subaru
of America, Inc., Idemitsu Lubricants America, Method Race Wheels, DirtFish Rally
School, KÜHL, DMACK Tires, PIAA, RECARO and DBA USA. Follow the team online
at www.subaru.com/rally.
About Subaru of America, Inc.
Subaru of America, Inc. (SOA) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Subaru Corporation of Japan.
Headquartered at a zero-landfill office in Camden, N.J., the company markets and distributes
Subaru vehicles, parts and accessories through a network of more than 620 retailers across the
United States. All Subaru products are manufactured in zero-landfill production plants
and Subaru of Indiana Automotive, Inc. is the only U.S. automobile production plant to be
designated a backyard wildlife habitat by the National Wildlife Federation. SOA is guided by
the Subaru Love Promise, which is the company’s vision to show love and respect to everyone,
and to support its communities and customers nationwide. Over the past 20 years, SOA has
donated more than $120 million to causes the Subaru family cares about, and its employees
have logged more than 40,000 volunteer hours. As a company, Subaru believes it is important
to do its part in making a positive impact in the world because it is the right thing to do.
For additional information visit media.subaru.com. Follow us on Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram.
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